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LONDON MITHRAEUM: BLOOMBERG
SPACE
Kathryn Stubbs, City of London Archaeologist
The Roman Temple of Mithras in central London has been returned
to its original site as part of the recently completed Bloomberg European Headquarters in the City. One of the most important archaeological discoveries in post war London, the Temple has been reconstructed within a dedicated 3 storey space in Walbrook in a modern
interpretation which evokes the mystery of a Mithraic temple.
The temple was a substantial masonry building with an apse, built in
the 3rd century on the bank of the now lost River Walbrook. Found
during archaeological excavation for the construction of Bucklersbury House in 1954, the last day of the excavation revealed a
sculpted marble head of the god Mithras which identified the building as a Mithraeum. Despite intense public interest and coverage in
the national press, the temple was dismantled and rebuilt in an inauthentic way on a different part of the site in Queen Victoria Street.
London Mithraeum Bloomberg SPACE is free to visit and includes a
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display of 600 of the over 14,000 objects recovered in the recent archaeological excavation including significant
finds and everyday objects. The Roman waxed writing tablets found are some of the first financial documents from
London and emphasise the long history of the City as an important centre of trade and commerce. There are interactive displays about Mithras, Mithraism and the extraordinary story of the discovery of the Temple. Newly commissioned artwork and sculpture on the ground floor and outside the building responds to the location and history
of the site.
https://www.londonmithraeum.com/

Above: The recently relocated Mithraeum. Photograph courtesy of James Newton©

URBAN SUFFOLK
Abby Antrobus, Senior Archaeological Officer, Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service
Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service (SCCAS) provides advice to all planning authorities in the county, covering all the towns from largest to smallest. Ipswich, the county town and a riverine port with origins as an AngloSaxon wic, has seen recent support and investment from Historic England in the form of funding for an Urban Archaeology Database (UAD), which has been recently completed by SCCAS – more information can be found here.
Following on from the UAD project, SCCAS has worked with Ipswich Borough Council to produce a draft Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) for Archaeology and Development, which has been open to public consultation over
the summer of 2018. The SPD is in part a response to the particular complexity of archaeological remains on key
development sites, especially around the waterfront.
There has been little major development recently in the core of Ipswich, with the exception of a McCarthy and
Stone retirement accommodation project on Lower Brook Street, for which evaluation (by CgMS/Oxford East for
Churchmanor) has encountered deeply stratified deposits, including waterlogged Anglo-Saxon wooden structures.
The stratigraphy on the site relates to a small tributary of the Orwell, later probably within part of the garden of the
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Above: Ipswich Waterfront from the southeast, showing progress of regeneration from east to west. A site on the very western
end of the waterfront before Stoke Bridge potentially represents the last stretch of Anglo-Saxon revetments. Image courtesy of
Suffolk County Council ©

friary of St Peters, and presumably at some point canalised. Further investigation as part of mitigation should shed
more light on the early topography of the town, supporting deposit information captured in the UAD. Additionally
from Ipswich, a monograph from the excavation of the parish cemetery of St Augustine’s (by Ramboll/ Oxford Archaeology/PCA for Genesis Housing Association) – a rare population from a port parish from the 10th-15th centuries which was located in the vicinity of an earlier Saxon barrow cemetery – is in progress for publication in the
East Anglian Archaeology series. The site also included an Ipswich ware kiln, for which radiocarbon dates have
been obtained.
For Bury St Edmunds, SCCAS is a partner in the ‘Abbey of St Edmund Heritage Partnership’. This is a collaborative
initiative aiming to better promote and interpret the abbey site, which is a public park. Aspirations include moving
the tennis courts from the end of the Abbey church, and better telling the story of the abbey to visitors. As a first
step, St Edmundsbury Borough Council, with funding from Historic England, has commissioned a Heritage Assessment and a Conservation Management Plan for the site. Additionally, a recent excavation on Guildhall Street
(Suffolk Archaeology CIC for Suffolk County Council) revealed stone building foundations in an urban plot, and ongoing post-excavation work is suggesting that the site has some religious significance, with finds of fragments of an
alabaster bowl, window glass and a possible chain from a censor. The town’s two medieval parish churches were
within the monastic precinct, so this is a rare find.
Of note from other towns in the County, Lowestoft has one of Historic England’s Heritage Action Zones, focussing
on the historic buildings in the North High Street area, within the main medieval settlement that was centred on
the fishing industry and trade. Also, Access Archaeology Cambridge have conducted several test pitting projects in
smaller urban centres, including some late medieval ‘wool’ boom towns. Generally, development management
work continues apace across Suffolk and as part of the
current revision to the regional research framework,
the county’s towns, along with those of the other Eastern counties, are represented in a chapter dedicated to
‘Medieval Urban’. This includes more detailed highlights
of archaeological work in all of the towns, large and
small, since the last revision 2011, as well as updated
research themes. The document is currently in draft
form and open for comment.
Right: Bury St Edmunds from the air, showing the monastic
precinct and River Lark to the east and the planned grid of
streets to the west. Photograph courtesy of Suffolk County
Council©
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CAVES AND KILNS IN
NOTTINGHAM
Scott Lomax, Nottingham City
Archaeologist

A recent excavation in Nottingham, on the site of a new creative and digital learning building, has unearthed remains believed to be associated with a religious institution founded in the early 13th century. The site on Lower
Parliament Street, in Nottingham city centre, has greatly enhanced our understanding of the fringes of the medieval town. Located immediately north of the medieval defensive ditch, the site lies within the lands once occupied
by St John’s Hospital (founded by 1208). Following early discussions with the City Archaeologist, the developers
(Nottingham Trent University and Confetti Institute of Creative Technologies) commissioned Trent & Peak Archaeology to produce a DBA, with archaeological excavation as a condition of planning permission.
The three-month excavation in 2017 uncovered evidence of probable 14th or 15th century occupation in the form of
boundary ditches and pits. One of the pits contained a very high quantity of medieval roof tiles. Additionally the
base of a hearth and a probable tile kiln, were excavated, and were also attributed to the late medieval period. Ten
elongated pits, all aligned east-west, were initially interpreted as graves and were thought to represent the burial
ground associated with St John’s Hospital. However, upon excavation these were found to be post-medieval in
date and no bones were found within them. Environmental analysis of the deposits within these pits may reveal
their function. Two caves were located on the site: a small beer cellar cave for the Woodlark (which stood on the
site from the early years of the Victorian period until 1906) and a possible medieval cave with well.
This excavation has therefore revealed important medieval remains in an area where there has previously been
very little archaeological work undertaken. It provides an insight into what was happening immediately outside the
town's defences, on land belonging to one of Nottingham’s important medieval religious institutions, from the 14th
century onwards.
Above: The Lower Parliament Street site and below left: Recess used for storage and right: A possible tile kiln. Photographs
courtesy of Nottingham City Council ©
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THE WESTGATE, OXFORD
David Radford, Oxford City Council Archaeologist
The newly expanded Westgate shopping centre in central Oxford opened for business in October 2017. Featuring a
new John Lewis store and various other retail and entertainment brands that are new to Oxford including a new
Curzon cinema, the development already appears to be contributing to a boost in visitor numbers to the city with
the local media reporting an 11% increase in visitors to the city centre compared to last year. The City Council Urban Design and Heritage Team have been working with Westgate Oxford to explore how this new audience might
be further engaged with the outstanding archaeological legacy of the site.
The 2015-16 excavation that preceded the development revealed the greatest exposure of medieval buildings yet
seen in the town. The southern precinct of the medieval Franciscan friary was revealed along with a number of notable features including the water conduit that provided fresh water to the friary, a well-preserved bake house
and over 2,000 timbers, many re-used building timbers, used to reinforce the foundations of the friary which was
extended across the town walls over reclaimed floodplain in the 1240s.
The excavation involved an extensive outreach programme encompassing open days, projects with local school, a
filmed lecture series and multiple pop-up museums. One aspect of the excavation that proved mildly exasperating
was the difficulty in obtaining local media coverage that addressed the significance of the site as a place of learning
linked to important 13th and 14th thinkers such as Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon and its contribution to the
early success of the medieval University. It seemed that ‘friary dig’ was the most complex message that could be
conveyed. Happily this was rectified by the perseverance of the project manager at Oxford Archaeology, Ben Ford,
who eventually secured the help of the Independent’s archaeological correspondent David Keys to secure a more
expansive article in March 2018, highlighting the significance of the site as a place of learning (a Studium Generale)
and reporting on some of the 10,000 artefacts recovered from the site
The archaeological planning condition for the site made provision for archaeologically inspired public art and the
usual archaeological information boards. The winning art works are currently being installed and comprise a series
of ceramic tile designs by William Cobbing inspired by a medieval physic garden and a large neon armillary sphere
entitled ‘Homage to Doctor Mirabilis’ by David Batchelor inspired by a statue of Roger Bacon in the University Natural History Museum. In addition to the requirements of the archaeological condition Westgate Oxford have
agreed to introduce an archaeology trail and create a short online animation highlighting the scientific interests of
the medieval friars.

Above right: Members of the Westgate Excavation Archaeological Advisory Panel join project director Ben Ford to view the
newly discovered 13th century tiled pavement from the Franciscan Friary cloister. Right: The neon lit armillary sphere by the
artist David Batchelor being installed in the Westgate Centre August 2018. Photographs courtesy of Oxford City Council ©
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RESEARCHING MEDIEVAL URBAN ‘DECLINE’
By Dr Ben Jervis, School of History, Archaeology and Religion, Cardiff University
The experience of urban communities after the Black Death is an area which has been much debated by urban historians but, with the exception of a broad overview published nearly 20 years ago by Grenville Astill, has not been
critically examined by archaeologists. Indeed a perceived absence of 15th century archaeology is often interpreted
as illustrative of a national pattern of urban ‘decline’. In order to assess how widespread the phenomena of urban
decline (the degradation of urban community, economy and character) and decay (the degradation of urban fabric)
an examination of the fortunes of small towns in Sussex, Hampshire and Surrey was undertaken. The approach taken was to draw together evidence from the large number of small scale archaeological interventions in these towns
to understand how urban places changed after the Black Death; rather than working from an assumption that
towns declined, the research focussed on the extent to which urban communities were able to adapt to the environmental, economic and demographic changes of the 15th century.
The research showed that there was no uniform experience of continuity or change in urban life across the study
area. For example, it is often proposed that rubbish was no longer dumped in pits in the 15th century. Whilst in
some places pits are less frequent in the 15th century, elsewhere (e.g. Alton, Hampshire), there is a similar intensity
of pit digging to in earlier phases. Apparent continuity in depositional practice is most evident in towns which were
thriving and growing, whilst elsewhere a contracting population meant that there was less pressure on space and
activities could become more dispersed through the urban landscape. Two models of contraction can also be identified. In some towns we see a contraction from areas at the edge of towns, possibly due to re-planning as has been
proposed by Keith Lilley for Winchelsea (East Sussex), whilst elsewhere a patchwork of vacant and occupied plots is
apparent (e.g. Lymington, Hampshire). In some cases (e.g. Guildford, Surrey), both processes are evident. To see
these spaces as evidence of urban decay is, however, problematic. Rather, these spaces can be seen as evidence of
a smaller urban population adapting to how they utilise the space available to them. Open ground could be used
for a range of activities, for example associated with cultivation (e.g. Chichester, West Sussex; Reigate, Surrey), fish
processing (e.g. Shoreham, West Sussex) or textile manufacture (e.g. Guildford, Surrey). Therefore, new opportunities opened up for the increasing separation between domestic and economic activities.
The evidence for the decay of urban fabric is also somewhat lacking. In Hampshire and Sussex in particular, a surge
in house building and modification is evident in the 15th century. New building styles, such as the Wealden House,
may be associated with a booming rental market, whilst re-building suggests that despite recession, that urban
communities had disposable income which could be invested in building projects, correlating with recent research
suggesting that the 15th century was a period of relatively high personal wealth, even if the economy as a whole
was contracting. The evidence for public building projects also varies across the study area.

Above: Plaque in Weymouth recording the arrival of ships carrying the plague into the small Dorset port of Melcombe. Wikimedia Commons.
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The experiences of towns were clearly variable, and therefore it falls to us to ask why this might be. A number of
factors can be identified including the role of towns in marketing networks (especially, in this region, their role in
supplying produce to London, which is particularly important in Surrey), local patterns of lordship and the relationship between town and country. Ceramic evidence suggests persistent regional marketing networks, some of which
expanded and co-ordination seems to have occurred between the operation of smaller markets and those in larger
towns. On the whole, towns in the region were not in competition (although longer standing foundations appear
the most persistent suggesting that new foundations struggled to fit in to existing networks). Ports also had to adjust to changing patterns of international trade, particularly the Cinque Ports, impacted by the decline of the east
coast herring trade and war with France. Regional administration also played a role in persistence, for example the
Bishop of Winchester created an integrated commercial network of towns to service an extensive rural estate focussed on wool production. Elsewhere, where estates fragmented, as in the case of the Surrey lands of the de Clare
family, towns appear to have suffered economic contraction as their administrative role declined.
Overall, the research highlights the need to be careful when interpreting the often ephemeral evidence for later
medieval urban life. To immediately equate a lack of evidence to a process of urban decline over simplifies what is a
complex picture of adaptation and alteration. Urban communities were not simply subject to external factors, but
shaped new types of urban landscape. Whilst the few sherds of pottery or single pits found during watching briefs
in small towns are difficult to interpret in isolation, when brought together these small interventions allow us to
build an increasingly full picture of the complexity of later medieval urban life.
The full research paper, published in The Archaeological Journal, is available through open access:
dx.doi.org/10.1080/00665983.2017.1229895

http://

ABOUT THE ALGAO URBAN COMMITTEE
The ALGAO Urban Committee seeks to offer a case work forum for members and provide advice to members and
others on urban environment issues. The Committee recognises the specialist nature of urban archaeological practice and management and welcomes involvement and contributions from experienced urban archaeologists outside
of the ALGAO membership.
The committee meets three times a year in different cities, offering participants an opportunity to undertake CPD,
site visits and develop a wider understanding of urban archaeology, development management and the planning
process in England, Scotland and Wales.
It seeks to promote unified and consistent approach to urban archaeological management and cultivate a sectoral
skills base in urban related themes.

Cover photograph shows excavations at No 4 Queen Street, Oxford. Photograph courtesy of Oxford Archaeology ©
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